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Ixia Visibility Solutions
Security is constantly changing - there’s always a lot of ground to cover
BYOD - uncontrolled devices on the network 
Encryption - hidden traffic means hidden threats
IoT - billions more endpoints to protect
Cloud - secure data on or off-premises

Every day about 5million IoT devices being connected to networks. Some cameras 
are sitting on shelves pre-installed with malware

Better visibility - enhancing your existing investments

Within a bank, for example, 15 different tools doing stuff - and they all want to see a 
different piece of the data

Ixia Visibility Architecture

Recommend Taps - Data Access Everywhere
Advanced Filtering
- time stamping
- packet capture
- load balancing
- L2 - L4 filtering
Physical or virtual packet broker 



Bypass switch

Context Aware Data Processing
- deduplication
- packet trimming
- adaptive packet filtering
- data maasking
- GRE tunnel termination
- SSL decryption



- Geo location
- Netlog generation

Application and security intelligence

Application Level Intelligence

*Taran Singh
Vision X

https://www.ixiacom.com/products/vision-x

“Your data is your most prized asset”

Keeping up is a struggle
- DDoS
- SSL and IPsec
- Data leakage
- Advanced persistent threats
- malware and vulnerabilities
- BYOD
[etc]

Equalizer
- volume of data
- velocity of data growth
- a layer of abstraction



- between data access and analytics
- drive rapid business decisions 

Vision X
High-density, high-availability, & modularity
- Monitor and aggregate up to 6Tbps of total traffic, from the edge to the core, for 
processing and analysis
- Expand your DC without losing visibility or replacing your legacy analysis and 
security tools
- Manage security and privacy compliance while maintaining a superior user 
experience
- Process up to 2Tbps of data at speeds from 10 to 100Gb, all in 3RU
- Future-proof your network for next-generation technology upgrades

Modular platform - you can make it do anything you want it to do today, and add 
functionality as they’re developed

High-density
- 2 Terabits/sec per unit
- 60 ports of 200Gb
- 108 ports of 50Gb
- 76 ports of 40Gb
- 108 ports of 10Gb
- 108 ports of 25 Gb

High availability
- 5 redundant and hot swap fans
- 4 redundant and hot swap power
- 6.4TB per second switching capacity
- 2Tb per second of PacketStack
- NEBS 3 certification
- Out of band and inline

PacketStack - intelligent packet filtering, manipulation and transport
- deduplication
- data masking
- time-stamping
- protocol trimming
- header stripping
- GRE tunneling

NetStack - robust filtering, aggregation, replication, and more
- three stages of filtering
- dynamic filter compiler
- aggregation
- replication
- load balancing
- VLAN tagging

Vision E1S (Edge 1S)



Edge computing - edge network - SD-WAN
A lot of customer data doesn’t always traverse to the cloud or DC - they stay local
“If you want to monitor something - you monitor where the data is”

Edge Computing at Chick-fil-A example
- hundreds of sites
- thousands of devices
- millions of “things”
- different scale of problems
- different approach needed

Standard way to monitor - at the aggregation point.
But a lot of the data stays at the edge - use Vision Edge 1S
- packet monitoring
- flow monitoring
- synthetic monitoring

Most edge sites don’t have IT support - synthetic monitoring gives you eyes and ears 
and hands at these sites

Vision portfolio
- Vision Edge 100, 40
- Vision Edge 1S
- Vision Edge 10S
- Vision ONE
- Vision X
- Vision 7300

*Sushil (CloudLens PM)
https://www.ixiacom.com/products/cloudlens

Cloud security challenges
- packet data access
-- no packet data access to tools
-- no fine grain application integrity and troubleshooting analysis
- log and metadata access
-- high-level metadata is available
-- log data for specific service is available 
- elasticity and scale
- infrastructure churn

Cloud Services
- Metadata and Logs
-- when the conversation started
-- duration of the conversation
-- type of conversation

CloudLens gives you actual content of the conversation

“What if you had one visibility platform that provides packet visibility in your physical, 



virtual, private, hybrid, public clouds and is ready for container and Kubernetes 
visibility that can provide the right data to your security tools?”


